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Abstract

A new layered multicast scheme known as loss differentiated multicast congestion control architecture is proposed to

provide effective congestion control in heterogeneous multicast networks. It is comprised of two components, the

random early detection assisted layered multicast (RALM) and the layer marking discovery protocol (LMDP). The

RALM protocol utilises the packet marking and priority dropping mechanisms of the differentiated services archi-

tecture to differentiate losses in the layers of a layered multicast session. The LMDP protocol assists in the discovery of

the optimal subscription levels to which packets of the layers should be marked. By marking the layers� packets ap-
propriately and dropping them differently during congestion, the RALM protocol guides receivers to their stable op-

timal subscription levels that satisfy their bandwidth requirements while providing multirate max–min fairness in the

network.
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1. Introduction

The widespread deployment of congestion con-
trol protocols like TCP in unicast IP networks has

helped them to perform well in the face of ever

increasing amount of traffic. Despite the efficiency

with which IP multicast utilises network band-

width, congestion can still occur and hence the

success of multicast networks will similarly be

dependent on the implementation of equivalent

congestion control schemes. Due to the hetero-

geneous nature of multicast networks, layered

multicast protocols had been proposed to fulfill
the congestion control needs.

Layered multicast protocols can be classified

into receiver-driven and feedback-driven conges-

tion control systems. In receiver-driven systems

[5,9], the receivers do not communicate with their

sources or intermediate routers during the opti-

mal subscription level discovery process. These

systems generally suffer from significant loss rates
due to their inducement of congestion to esti-

mate bottleneck bandwidths. Although this band-

width probing method is critical to the discovery

of the optimal subscription level, they could have
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minimised the impact of the induced losses on the

data stream decoding by exploiting the relative

importance of the cumulative data layers [2] to

confine packet losses to the higher layers. They

also do not perform well when competing against

TCP flows [8] even if they implement TCP-friendly
algorithms. And they have difficulty in providing

multirate max–min fairness as defined in [6] to all

sessions in a network.

In feedback-driven congestion control systems

[7,19], the receivers interact with their sources and

intermediate routers through feedbacks during

the optimal subscription level discovery process.

Through close cooperation among receivers, sour-
ces and routers, these systems can provide mult-

irate max–min fairness in multicast networks and

assure low loss rate in layers constituting the op-

timal subscription levels through the deployment

of priority dropping mechanisms. However, feed-

back-driven systems suffer from feedback implo-

sion problem and slow reaction due to feedback

latency. Thus, complex mechanisms are usually
implemented in these systems to overcome their

weaknesses.

The loss differentiated multicast congestion

control (LDMCC) architecture is a feedback-

driven system that employs layer marking and

priority dropping mechanisms to discover the op-

timal subscription levels in a layered multicast

session. In many ways, the LDMCC architecture is
similar to the receiver-selectable loss priorities

(RSLP) and receiver-driven layered multicast with

priorities (RLMP) protocols proposed in [7].

Layers that constitute the optimal subscription

levels are marked with low drop precedence while

other layers are marked with high drop prece-

dence. The receivers provide feedbacks of their

bottleneck bandwidth estimates to the network
that influence the layers� priority marking. How-
ever, the LDMCC architecture does not require all

routers to process feedbacks and no modification

to the IGMP [13] protocol is needed to support

layer priority indication.

The LDMCC architecture has two components,

namely the random early detection (RED) assisted

layered multicast (RALM) and the layer marking
discovery protocol (LMDP). The RALM protocol

provides the congestion control algorithm that

guide receivers to the optimal subscription levels of

a session. The LMDP protocol facilitates the op-

erations of the RALM protocol by discovering the

optimal subscription levels in the session. These

two protocols are described in details in the next

two sections. Finally, simulations are performed
using the ns simulator [18] to study the charac-

teristics of the LDMCC architecture in the re-

maining sections.

2. RED assisted layered multicast

In the RALM protocol, an algorithm that pro-
vides loss differentiated congestion control func-

tionality is implemented in every receiver. This

algorithm requires the cooperation of the source

and routers to provide layer differentiation through

the use of two-level priority packet marking and

dropping mechanisms. The following subsections

examine how these mechanisms can be imple-

mented in an IP network, and describe the con-
gestion control algorithm.

2.1. Two-level drop priority support in IP networks

The IETF has defined the differentiated services

(DiffServ) architecture [11] and two per-hop for-

warding behaviours (PHB) [14,15] to permit the

implementation of packet service differentiation in
current IP networks. Of the two PHBs defined by

the IETF, the assured forwarding (AF) PHB

group provides 3 drop precedence levels within 4

AF PHB classes. The AF PHB classes are imple-

mented as four separate physical queues in a

DiffServ router [10] in addition to the best-effort

droptail queue. The drop precedences in each AF

class are in turn implemented as virtual queues in
each AF queue through the use of a three-level

RED algorithm. By using a single AF PHB class

(e.g. AF1x) and restricting the number of drop

precedences used to just two (e.g. AF11 and

AF12), two-level loss differentiation can be rea-

lised in the network routers.

In the RALM protocol, the layer markings are

made by the source of the layered multicast session
or its access router, and packet markers along its

multicast tree. When the source generates the
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layers, it marks the IP headers of packets in each

layer with either an AF11 or AF12 DiffServ

codepoint (DSCP) value before transmitting them

into the network. However, the source may lack

the packet marking functionality and thus its ac-

cess router must perform the DSCP marking of the

layers on its behalf. Packet markers along the
multicast tree can adjust the layer markings to

match the optimal subscription levels of their

downstream bottlenecks. According to RFC 2597,

packets marked with AF12 DSCP value will be

dropped in preference to packets marked with

AF11 DSCP value when congestion occurs. The

DiffServ routers in the multicast tree can just for-

ward the packets in each layer based on their
DSCP values as shown in Fig. 1.

To provide loss differentiation within a layered

multicast session, the layers within the optimal

subscription level should be marked with the AF11

DSCP value while other layers are marked with

the AF12 DSCP value. As the bottleneck router

forwards the AF11 layers at the expense of the

AF12 layers, the layers that constitute the optimal
subscription level will be protected from losses

induced by oversubscription or traffic fluctuations.

These losses are absorbed by the AF12 layers.

Therefore, the AF11 layers are called protected

layers and the AF12 layers are called sacrificial

layers. The AF DSCP values used here may be

replaced by alternative DSCP values as long as the

drop precedences of the protected and sacrificial

layers are preserved.

In the RALM protocol, all multicast packets
are marked with an AF DSCP value while the

best-effort traffic is not marked at all (i.e. DSCP

value is zero). Therefore, the layered multicast

traffic in the DiffServ network is completely seg-

regated from the best-effort traffic as they are

served from different physical queues in the rou-

ters as illustrated in Fig. 2. Traffic segregation

Fig. 1. Forwarding packets marked with different DSCP values through a DiffServ network to receivers of an RALM session.

Fig. 2. Segregation of RALM and best-effort traffic in a Diff-

Serv router.
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decouples the RED queues from any TCP flows

that might traverse the network as they are part of

the best-effort traffic. Thus, there is no necessity to

consider how the TCP flows will be affected by the

RED parameters configured solely on the basis of

the RALM protocol for the AF queues. This is
beneficial as it has been shown that setting proper

RED parameters to allow TCP flows to work with

different bandwidth adaptive flows is difficult [4].

The DiffServ router can partition the link band-

width between the multicast and unicast traffic

fairly through the use of a fair queue scheduler. In

this paper, a simple round robin scheduler is used

to serve the two queues, dividing the link band-
width equally between them.

The RED parameters of the AF virtual queues

are not configured based on any strict criteria.

The only two requirements that must be kept in

mind when choosing their values are that they

must be close to the values recommended by the

network community [3,17] and that the AF12

queue must be penalised with significantly higher
losses than the AF11 queue when congestion

occurs. In the RALM protocol, it is decided that

the AF12 queue�s drop thesholds must be shorter
than that of the AF11 queue and its maximum

drop probability must be higher than the corres-

ponding parameter in the AF11 queue. The net

result is AF12 packets are dropped sooner and

faster than AF11 packets when the router starts
to experience queue buildup due to congestion.

Fig. 3 shows the queue thresholds and maximum

drop probabilities that may be configured in the

AF virtual queues.

2.2. Receiver-driven congestion control algorithm

The optimal subscription level of an RALM

session along a branch of its multicast tree is

achieved when two conditions are satisfied:

(1) there are no excessive losses in the AF11
marked protected layers such that there is a

need to decrease the current subscription level,

and

(2) there are sufficient losses in the AF12 marked

sacrificial layers to avoid subscribing more

than one sacrificial layer.

For a given bottleneck link shared by a number of
sessions, the optimal subscription level of each

session is achieved when they are able to share the

bandwidth in a max–min fair manner [1]. Once the

layer markings in an RALM session match its

optimal subscription level, the receivers will be

able to reach this level by adding layers until they

receive the first sacrificial layer.

Basically, the receiver joins an RALM session
by subscribing the minimal two layers and in-

creases its subscription level by using its current

highest subscribed layer as a probe layer. The loss

rate sampled in the probe layer is compared to the

layer add loss threshold:

Tadd ¼ max
add

�daddl; ð1Þ

where maxadd is the maximum loss rate beyond

which no new layer is added, dadd is the separation
between adjacent subscription levels� Tadd, and l is
the current subscription level of the receiver. If the

sampled loss rate is lower than this threshold, a

new layer is added unless all layers in the session

are subscribed. The aggregated loss rate sampled
in the lower layers is compared to the layer drop

loss threshold:

Tdrop ¼ max
drop

�ddropl; ð2Þ

  

 

 

 

   
   
   

Fig. 3. RED parameter values of AF virtual queues superim-

posed on a single graph.
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where maxdrop is the maximum loss rate beyond

which all layers are dropped, ddrop is the separation
between adjacent subscription levels� Tdrop, and l is
the current subscription level of the receiver. If the

sampled loss rate is higher than this threshold, the
probe layer will be dropped unless the minimum

subscription level of two layers is reached.

A receiver signals its desire to drop a layer by

sending an IGMP leave message to its leaf router.

However, the leaf router does not stop forwarding

the dropped layer immediately. Instead, the router

must query its downstream nodes about their

multicast membership to ensure that no other re-
ceiver is requesting the dropped layer. This mem-

bership query process usually lasts for a few

seconds before the multicast leave procedure is

executed. As a result, an RALM receiver samples

the loss rates in current subscribed layers using a

10 s measurement window to account for the long

IGMP leave latency.

When a receiver�s subcription level is below the
optimal level, all its subscribed layers are pro-

tected from congestion due to their AF11 mark-

ing. The loss rate sampled in its probe layer will

be lower than the current level�s Tadd, which is a
good indication that there is sufficient bandwidth

for the receiver to increase its subscription level.

To avoid a contradicting layer drop indication by

the aggregated loss rate in the lower layers, Tadd is
set below Tdrop of each subscription level as shown
in Fig. 4. Thus, the receiver adds a new layer to its

current subscription. This is continuously done

until the receiver adds a sacrificial layer. Since the

optimal subscription level is near the bottleneck

bandwidth, adding the sacrificial layer causes the

probe layer�s loss rate to rise drastically beyond
the current level�s Tadd. However, the subscribed
protected layers� aggregated loss rate is still below
the current level�s Tdrop. Now, the receiver has
converged on the optimal subscription level, and

will neither increase nor decrease its subscription

level. Conversely, if the receiver�s subscription
level is above the optimal subscription level, part

of the aggregated loss rate will be sampled from

sacrificial layers. Thus, the excessive losses in

these layers will cause the receiver to drop them
as its current subscription level�s Tdrop is ex-
ceeded.

An RALM receiver converges on the optimal

subscription level by oversubscribing a sacrificial

layer. The condition of convergence requires the

probe layer to suffer excessive losses while layers

within the optimal subscription level are protected

from the ongoing congestion. Thus, the loss rate
performance of the RALM protocol is measured

from the layers constituting the optimal subscrip-

tion level and excluding the probe layer. Whether

to utilise the data received in the probe layer is

decided by individual receivers.

The degree of congestion in a bottleneck router

is reflected in the loss rate curves sampled by all

downstream receivers. The implicit sharing of loss
rate knowledge can help receivers in different

RALM sessions to cooperate in the discovery of

their optimal subscription levels that share the

bottleneck bandwidth fairly. This cooperation is

realised by scaling the Tdrop and Tadd with the
subscription level. Thus, for two RALM sessions

that stream layers of the same granularity, the

session at a lower subscription level has a higher
loss tolerance than the other session at a higher

subscription level. Through the judicious use of

layer markings, a new session can force an in-

cumbent session to drop its subscription level

by causing a lowering of the optimal subscription

level that the competing sessions should con-

verge on. This new optimal subscription level

should represent the max–min fair share of the
bottleneck bandwidth between the RALM ses-

sions.
Fig. 4. The range of values that Tadd and Tdrop in an RALM
session can take.
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3. Layer marking discovery protocol

The RALM protocol only provides the loss

differentiated congestion control algorithm to

guide receivers to the optimal subscription levels.
However, it does not describe how these optimal

subscription levels are discovered so that packets of

the session�s layers are marked appropriately. The
LMDP protocol is designed to assist the RALM

session in the discovery of suitable packet markers

in the DiffServ network, and facilitates the coop-

eration between markers and receivers in the dis-

covery of the optimal subscription levels.

3.1. Discovery and maintenance of the marking tree

In an RALM session, a source generates cu-

mulative layers of the same data rate and transmits

each layer to a separate multicast group. The

multicast trees constructed for the layers overlap,

with the base layer multicast tree covering the
entire scope of the session. Basically, the multicast

trees can be seen as a single tree with branches of

different thickness that match the optimal sub-

scription levels achieved by the receivers. In the

RALM protocol, receivers start their subscriptions

from the base layer. To discover the markers of an

RALM session, the source transmits pathfinder

packets down the multicast tree of the base layer
only. In this way, all receivers learn the locations

of their upstream markers regardless of their sub-

scription levels.

A pathfinder packet is an IP packet with an

unique protocol number. This protocol number

signals packet markers like DiffServ border routers

to process it. Other routers that do not understand

this protocol number just forward the packet
downstream like a normal IP packet. The path-

finder packet contains a 8-bit field that indicates

the number of layers available in the RALM ses-

sion and a 32-bit field that contains the IP address

of the previous packet marker. The layer number

field is set by the source and is not changed in the

network. The previous marker address field is

initially set to either the source�s address if it can
mark packets or zero if it cannot. If the source is

not capable of packet marking, its access router

must be a packet marker and inserts its address in

the pathfinder packets. The previous marker ad-

dress field is updated by every marker along the

multicast tree before it forwards the pathfinder

packet.

Like the source path messages in the pragmatic

general multicast (PGM) protocol [16], the path-
finder packets install and maintain the RALM

session information in a marker like a DiffServ

border router. The marker executes the following

sequence of actions when it receives a pathfinder

packet:

(1) Identify the RALM session by extracting the

pathfinder packet�s source IP address and des-
tination multicast address. The concatenation

of these two addresses adequately identifies

the RALM session because the layered data is

transmitted to contiguous multicast addresses

beginning with the base layer�s.
(2) Search its session information table for an

entry of the identified session. If the entry does

not exist, create one by recording the source
and destination addresses, the number of lay-

ers and the address of the previous marker in

the table. A timer is then started for the entry.

If the entry exists, reset its timer.

(3) Update the previous marker address field with

its own address before forwarding the path-

finder packet down its branch of the multicast

tree.

This sequence of actions is repeated at every

marker along the multicast tree of the RALM

session. When the pathfinder packet reaches a re-

ceiver, the receiver records the address of the

previous marker which is the target of its feed-

backs for the session. The description of path-

finder packet processing is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Once the pathfinder packets have terminated at all

receivers in an RALM session, the entire hierarchy

of markers known henceforth as the marking tree

would have been discovered. Feedbacks of bot-

tleneck bandwidth estimates can be sent up the

tree so that the markers can mark the session�s
layers to the optimal subscription levels discovered

by the receivers.
Like the flow-state information in the RSVP

protocol [12], the session information in the
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markers is soft-state in nature, i.e. the session entry

is deleted if no pathfinder packet of the session is

received before its timer timeouts. Making the
session information soft-state has the advantage

that the marking tree can adapt to changes in the

multicast tree as the session membership changes.

When a branch of the multicast tree is added or

pruned, the paths taken by the pathfinder packets

change together with that of data packets. With

the timeout of the session entry timer, old markers

drop out from the marking tree without the need
of explicit signaling. In the LMDP protocol, a

pathfinder packet is sent every 5 min and the ses-

sion entry timer is set to 15 min in order to balance

between the need for low pathfinding traffic and

fast adaptation to multicast tree changes.

3.2. Optimal subscription level estimation algorithm

An RALM receiver estimates its bottleneck

bandwidth by tracking its subscription level. Es-

sentially, the subscription level achieved by a re-

ceiver is indicative of the amount of session traffic

that can traverse the bottleneck. By tracking the

subscription level changes over a time period, the
receiver can estimate an optimal subscription level

for its branch of the multicast tree that it thinks

matches its bottleneck bandwidth. The estimate is

BR3BR2
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BRBR2
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BR3BR2
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BR1
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Fig. 5. Discovering markers along a path of an RALM session.
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sent to the marking tree in feedback packets and

the markers mark the session�s layers to reflect the
estimated optimal subscription level. Then, the

receiver tracks its subscription level over a new

time period before sending feedbacks of its current

estimate to the marking tree to update their
marking levels. The objective of this close-loop

control system is to achieve an unchanging esti-

mate of the optimal subscription level that im-

plicitly matches the bottleneck bandwidth seen by

the receiver.

Statistics of the subscription levels achieved by

an RALM receiver is kept for an estimation period

of 90–100 s. Based on the 10 s measurement win-
dow in the RALM protocol, 9–10 subscription

level samples are obtained within the estimation

period to form an analysable set of data. As the

RALM protocol drives the receiver to increase its

subscription level as high as possible, the distri-

bution of the subscription levels seen in an esti-

mation period is biased towards the optimal

subscription level that matches the bottleneck
bandwidth. Based on this observation, the optimal

subscription level for an estimation period is de-

termined in the following manner:

(1) If there is only one subscription level seen in

the estimation period, it means that the

RALM receiver has converged on a stable sub-

scription level. The optimal subscription level
is thus one level lower than this value to ac-

count for the sacrificial layer subscribed in sta-

ble state.

(2) If there are two subscription levels seen in the

estimation period, the optimal subscription

level is estimated to be the lower level. The rea-

son for selecting the lower level is the fluc-

tuating subscription levels have shown that
the bottleneck can carry the lower level but

not the higher level. Clearly, the layers com-

prising the lower subscription level should be

protected by being marked with low drop pre-

cedence.

(3) If more than two subscription levels are seen in

the estimation period, count the occurrences of

every subscription level seen. If the two most
common subscription levels make up more

than two third of the subscription levels seen,

it means that these two levels are close to the

optimal subscription level and the selection

method for two observed subscription levels

can be used. Otherwise, the most common sub-

scription level seen is likely to be close to the
optimal subscription level and is selected as

the estimated optimal subscription level for

this estimation period.

Once the optimal subscription level is estimated,

the receiver formats a feedback packet that con-

tains this estimate and sends it to the marker

whose address is recorded in the receiver. The
statistics of achieved subscription levels is reset to

zero before a new estimation period begins.

3.3. Feedback-driven layer marking mechanism

Although there is only one entry for an RALM

session in the session information table of a mar-

ker, the session may have multiple layer marking

levels in the marker. This is because a marker with

multiple output links may be a branching node of

the session�s multicast tree. In other words, it may
mark for different bottlenecks estimated on dif-
ferent branches of the multicast tree forking from

it. The optimal subscription levels and conse-

quently the marking levels for different output

links may be different. Henceforth, the layer

marking operations described in the marker are

performed on every interface that transports a

branch of the multicast tree as shown in Fig. 6.

A timer of 300 s is set for an interface so that
the marker can adjust its marking levels of tra-

versing sessions and send aggregated feedbacks

upstream based on the optimal subscription level

estimates received during the timer period. The

reception of every feedback in an RALM session

at the interface triggers the marker to determine

the highest and lowest subscription level estimates

seen in the session since the last timeout of the
interface timer. In other words, the subscription

level estimates of all traversing sessions are reset

after the expiration of the interface timer so that

the marker can determine the estimates anew for

the next interface timer period. The lowest sub-

scription level estimate may potentially be the

current marking level of the session�s layers for the
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interface. And the highest subscription level esti-

mate is the aggregated estimate that may be sent

upstream as feedbacks for the downstream receiv-

ers.

When a new receiver joins an RALM session

through an interface of a marker, no feedback has
been received by the marker and hence no estimate

on the optimal subscription level for this branch of

the multicast tree is provided. The marker sets the

marking level of the session to the base layer so

that it can be protected from any packet losses

induced during the process of discovering the op-

timal subscription level. The marking level of the

session will be subsequently adjusted based on the
estimates received at the interface for all RALM

sessions that have receivers connected through this

interface.

The 300 s interface timer permits the marker to

receive at least 3 feedbacks from downstream re-

ceivers before adjusting the marking level of a

session. This minimum number of feedbacks is

necessary so that the marker can determine the

highest and lowest subscription level estimates even
if there is only one receiver on this branch of the

multicast tree. At the expiration of the timer, the

marker searches for the lowest subscription level

estimate among all sessions that have receivers

connected through this interface. The marking

levels of the sessions are then set to this estimate.

As an example, interface 1 in Fig. 6 has two lowest

subscription level estimates for sessions 1 and 2.
Since session 1�s estimate of 3 layers is lower than
that of session 2�s estimate of 4 layers, both ses-
sions� layers are marked to 3 layers.

Fig. 6. Layer marking and feedback aggregation in a packet marker.
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The expiration of the interface timer also trig-

gers the marker to send aggregated feedbacks to

the respective upstream marker of every active

session. The aggregated feedback of a session at

the marker is the highest subscription level esti-

mated by the session�s downstream receivers re-
gardless of the interfaces they are connected

through. In Fig. 6, two highest subscription level

estimates are found on the two interfaces for ses-

sion 1. Since interface 2�s estimate of 7 layers is
higher than interface 1�s estimate of 6 layers, the
aggregated feedback of session 1 is 7 layers.

By locking the marking levels of RALM ses-

sions sharing an output interface to a single value,
inter-session subscription coordination to achieve

max–min fair share of the downstream bottleneck

bandwidth can be facilitated. This is because the

marking levels of competing sessions are lowered

to the base layers when a new session is trans-

ported by the interface. Then, the sessions can

cooperate to discover the new optimal subscription

levels that share the output link fairly. The scala-
bility of the LMDP protocol is good because the

probability of feedback implosion is minimised by

feedback aggregation up the marker tree.

4. Intra-session interactions

A single RALM session is simulated on topol-
ogy T1 in the scenario described below:

Scenario S1: The source transmits to four receivers

that are connected through different bottleneck

links as shown in Fig. 7. Receiver R1 has no bot-

tleneck since the narrowest link it sees is 512 Kbps

which is higher than the 400 Kbps maximum rate

of the RALM session. Receivers R2 and R3 share

a bottleneck link of 256 Kbps at router N3. Like-

wise, the path to receiver R4 has a bottleneck link

of 128 Kbps at router N3. Note that the two bot-

tleneck links are connected to two different output
interfaces of router N3. The receivers are started in

the following sequence: (1) R1 at time 50 s; (2) R2

at time 600 s; (3) R4 at time 1500 s; and (4) R3 at

time 2000 s.

To achieve stable state in the RALM session

where the interface timers are operating at 300 s

intervals, the simulation is run for 5000 s. The
objective of scenario S1 is to show that the

LDMCC architecture is designed to mark the lay-

ers to the lowest optimal subscription level in an

RALM session.

4.1. Multibottlenecks problem

A major problem with the LDMCC architec-

ture is a session cannot find an optimal subscrip-

tion level for all receivers when there are multiple

bottlenecks within a DiffServ network as is the

case in scenario S1. To satisfy the diverse band-

width requirements of the receivers, the LDMCC

architecture is designed to mark the layers to re-
flect the lowest optimal subscription level esti-

mated in the session. This is illustrated in Fig. 8(a)

and (b). Receiver R2 converges on the optimal

subscription level of 6 layers (close to its bottle-

neck bandwidth of 256 Kbps) in the first 1500 s of

the simulation because it is the lowest optimal

subscription level estimated in the session. Once

receiver R4 starts, the marker in router N1 dis-
covers that the lowest optimal subscription level

estimated in the session has been lowered to 3

layers (close to R4�s bottleneck bandwidth of 128
Kbps) due to the narrower bottleneck on the path

to R4. Thus, the session�s layers are marked to the
new optimal subscription level. R4 converges on

the new optimal subscription level at the expense

of R2 whose subscription level fluctuates between
layers 6 and 7 because the new level underesti-

mates its bottleneck bandwidth. This situation is

not changed when receiver R3 is added to the

wider bottleneck.

N 1 N 2 N 4
R 3

R 4

R 1 R2

N 5

1 Mbps 
10 ms

512  Kbps
50 ms

10 Mbps

5 ms

512 Kbps
100 ms

1 Mbps
10 ms

128 Kbps  
30 ms 10 Mbps 

5 ms

SS 1 Mbps 
10 ms

N 3 256 Kbps 
50 ms

Fig. 7. Simulation topology T1 used to study the LDMCC

intra-session interactions.
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Fig. 8(c) and (d) illustrate an important ad-

vantage of marking layers to the lowest optimal

subscription level discovered in an RALM session.

By marking the base layers commonly subscribed

by all receivers in an RALM session with low drop

precedence, the loss rates experienced in these
layers by receivers behind wider bottlenecks will

be low despite the underestimation of their bot-

tleneck bandwidths by the layer markings. Most

of the packet losses induced by the oversubscrip-

tion of these receivers are absorbed by their sac-

rificial layers. Thus, the receivers are able to

fluctuate close to their optimal subscription level

of 6 layers.

The multibottlenecks problem in scenario S1

can be solved by placing an additional marker at

router N3. The two bottlenecks are connected to

N3 through different output interfaces. Thus, the

marker can track feedbacks for the two bottle-

necks separately and discover their optimal sub-
scription levels. Then, the marker marks the

session�s layers to the different optimal subscrip-
tion levels at their corresponding output interfaces.

In this way, the layer markings along the two

multicast tree branches forked at N3 reflect the

number of layers that can be carried by their

bottlenecks. As a result, the receivers down-

stream of the bottlenecks can converge on stable

Fig. 8. The LDMCC architecture discovers the lowest optimal subscription level in a multibottlenecks RALM session: (a) layer

subscriptions, (b) throughput curves, (c) loss rates experienced by receiver R2, (d) loss rates experienced by receiver R4.
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subscription levels as shown in Fig. 9(a). Fur-

thermore, the loss rates in the protected layers 4, 5

and 6 of receiver R2 are lowered in stable state as

shown in Fig. 9(b).

5. Inter-session interactions

Inter-session interactions are investigated by

simulating three RALM sessions on topologies T2

and T3 in two scenarios S2 and S3. The simulation

scenarios are described below:

Scenario S2: 3 RALM sessions and a background

best-effort CBR source-sink are simulated over the
network shown in Fig. 10(a). The four sessions

share a single bottleneck link of 700 Kbps between

routers N1 and N2. In session 1, source S1 trans-

mits to a single receiver R1. Source S2 transmits

to 3 receivers {R2,R3,R4} in session 2. Source

S3 transmits to 2 receivers {R5,R6} in session 3.

The receivers of different RALM sessions are

started at different times: (1) R1 starts at time 50
s; (2) R2 and R3 start at time 600 s; (3) R4 and

R5 start at time 2000 s; (4) The background

CBR source generates 400 Kbps of 500-bytes

packets to congest the bottleneck link from 5000

to 6000 s; and (5) R6 starts at time 7000 s.

Scenario S3: 3 RALM sources are connected to

their receivers through the network shown in Fig.
10(b). Two bottlenecks can be identified in the net-

work. The wider bottleneck is the 700 Kbps link

between routers N2 and N3 which is seen by re-

ceivers R1, R2 and R3. The narrower bottleneck

is the 150 Kbps link between routers N2 and N5

seen only by receiver R4. Notice that the bottle-

neck links are connected to two different output in-

terfaces of router N2. Receivers R1 and R4
subscribe to source S1 in session 1 while in sessions

Fig. 9. The LDMCC architecture discovers all optimal subscription levels in a multibottlenecks RALM session if the marker tracks

feedbacks for the bottlenecks separately: (a) layer subscriptions, (b) loss rates experienced by receiver R2.
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Fig. 10. Network topologies used to study the LDMCC inter-

session interactions: (a) simulation topology T2, (b) simulation

topology T3.
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2 and 3, receivers R2 and R3 subscribe to sources

S2 and S3 respectively. Thus, session 1 has two

bottlenecks but sessions 2 and 3 have only one

each. The simulations are conducted as follows:

1. R1 and R4 are started at time 50 s; 2. R2 starts
at time 2000 s; and 3. R3 starts at time 5000 s.

To achieve stable state in the RALM sessions,

the simulations are run for 10 000 s. The objective

of scenario S2 is to show that the LDMCC

architecture is designed to discover optimal sub-

scription levels that provide multirate max–min

fairness in the network even in the presence of
unresponsive traffic. And scenario S3 shows that

the LDMCC architecture loses its ability to pro-

vide multirate max–min fairness if competing ses-

sions do not share a common marker.

5.1. Multirate max–min fairness

The network topology simulated in scenario S2
is simple, consisting only a bottleneck link and

many access links. Thus, multirate max–min fair-

ness in the network is achieved when the RALM

sessions share the bottleneck bandwidth equally. A

max–min fair share of the 700 Kbps bottleneck

link among 3 RALM sessions is 233 Kbps or

equivalently 5 layers per session. When the back-

ground CBR traffic is active, the bottleneck
bandwidth is divided into two equal portions of

350 Kbps due to the round robin scheduler serving

the AF and best-effort queues in router N1. In this

case, multirate max–min fairness is applied solely

to half of the bottleneck bandwidth which is al-

located to the RALM traffic. Its max–min fair

bandwidth share is 116 Kbps or equivalently 2
layers per session.

Fig. 11 shows the RALM sessions converging

on the max–min fair optimal subscription level in

the first 5000 s of the simulation regardless of the

number of sessions in the network. When session 1

is started, its receiver R1 reaches the maximum

subscription level of 10 layers rapidly since there is

no bottleneck in the network. When session 2
is started at 600 s, the bottleneck link capacity

is divided between the two sessions. Each session

grabs 350 Kbps or 8 layers which is the max–min

fair bandwidth share in this situation. When ses-

sion 3 is started at 2000 s, the receivers converge

on the max–min fair optimal subscription level of

5 layers after a marking level adjustment period of

a few interface timer timeouts or approximately
1000 s. During the active period of the background

CBR traffic, the RALM sessions swiftly drop

layers to converge on the max–min fair optimal

subscription level of 2 layers. After the end of the

background CBR traffic, the RALM sessions re-

cover their original max–min fair optimal sub-

scription level of 5 layers over a long period of

time.
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tions, (b) throughput curves.
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The convergence times of the RALM receivers

are long if they are started at different times during

the life of the session. This is because a new re-

ceiver starts its subscription from the base layer

without being aware of the optimal subscription

level already discovered by existing receivers in the
session. Thus, the marker will reset the marking

levels of all traversing sessions to the subscription

level estimated by the new receiver. It takes time

for the sessions to rediscover their original max–

min fair optimal subscription levels. But once these

levels are rediscovered, the receivers in all sessions

can maintain a stable max–min fair share of the

bottleneck bandwidth.

5.2. Shared-path-orthogonal-markers problem

The prerequisite for the achievement of multi-

rate max–min fairness among RALM sessions

traversing a network is the sessions sharing a

common path must be marked by a marker along

this path. This prerequisite is important because
the inter-session subscription coordination mech-

anism in the LMDP protocol is local in signifi-

cance. In other words, only a marker on a path

shared by multiple RALM sessions receives feed-

backs of optimal subscription level estimates from

their receivers before it marks the sessions� layers.
Without the presence of this marker, the sessions

cannot coordinate their subscriptions to discover
optimal subscription levels that provide max–min

fairness along the common path, and by extension

multirate max–min fairness cannot be achieved in

the network. Therefore, the shared-path-ortho-

gonal-markers problem is defined as the problem

of not achieving multirate max–min fairness due to

path sharing RALM sessions being marked by
markers not on the common path.

The common marker requirement is easily ful-

filled in scenario S2 because there is only one

bottleneck link in topology T2 and the marker is at

the head of this link. Thus, all sessions are marked

by the same marker during the simulation. In

contrast, the RALM sessions in scenario S3 enter

the network through different access routers. Ses-
sions 1 and 2 are marked by router N1 and session

3 is marked by router N4. Sessions 1, 2 and 3 share

the bottleneck link between routers N2 and N3.

Max–min fairness along this bottleneck link can be

achieved only by sessions 1 and 2 when session 3 is

inactive as illustrated in Fig. 12(a) from time 2000

to 5000 s. If session 3 is active, its layers are

marked based solely on feedbacks from its re-
ceiver. Without explicit coordination with the

other two sessions, the marking level for session 3

increases as long as receiver R3 provides higher

subscription level estimates. In the long term,

session 3 can grab more bandwidth than sessions 1

and 2. This is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) where re-

ceiver R3�s optimal subscription level reaches layer
7 while the optimal subscription levels of receivers
R1 and R2 are lowered to layer 4 at the end of the
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Fig. 12. Multirate max–min fairness cannot be assured unless markers are placed at all bottleneck links in a network: (a) layer

subscriptions in a network that exhibits the shared-path-orthogonal-markers problem, (b) layer subscriptions in a network where

competing sessions are marked by common markers.
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simulation. Clearly, multirate max–min fairness

does not exist in this network.

The shared-path-orthogonal-markers problem

can be solved by placing an additional marker at

router N2 from which the two bottleneck links

originate. Since the marker at N2 is on the shared
path of sessions 1, 2 and 3, it can coordinate the

subscriptions of their receivers by locking the

marking levels of the sessions to a common value.

Thus, the sessions can discover the optimal sub-

scription level of 5 layers that provides multirate

max–min fairness in the network as shown in Fig.

12(b).

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the LDMCC architecture has

been described and evaluated through a series of

simulations. The simulation results show that the

LDMP protocol assists the receivers of RALM

sessions to discover and maintain stable optimal
subscription levels in a DiffServ network. How-

ever, a single optimal subscription level cannot be

found in an RALM session if the marker receives

feedbacks of different optimal subscription level

estimates from its downstream receivers when they

probe different bottleneck bandwidths. In this

case, the marker marks the layers to the lowest

optimal subscription level estimated in the session.
Although the receivers behind wider bottlenecks

cannot maintain a stable subscription level, the

base layers in their subscriptions are protected

from packet losses induced by their periodic

oversubscription of the bottleneck bandwidths.

Apart from the multibottlenecks problem, two

other major problems are identified in the

LDMCC architecture. First, the receivers take at
least 300 s to converge on their optimal subscrip-

tion levels due to the fixed marking level adjust-

ment periods in the markers. The already long

convergence time is further lengthened if new re-

ceivers subscribe to the sessions at different times

and upset the stable state that has been achieved

by the RALM sessions. Second, multirate max–

min fairness in a network is achievable only if all
RALM sessions sharing common paths are

marked by markers on these paths. Without the

subscription coordination mechanism provided by

these markers, the path sharing sessions cannot

compete in a max–min fair manner.

A simple solution to the problems of shared-

path-orthogonal-markers and multibottlenecks is

to place markers on all bottleneck links in the
network. By tracking receivers� feedbacks on a per-
interface basis, a marker can adjust the marking

levels of the traversing sessions to guide the re-

ceivers to the optimal subscription levels of indi-

vidual bottlenecks. The net result is all receivers

reach stable subscription levels that provide

multirate max–min fairness in the network. How-

ever, the placement of markers on all bottleneck
links potentially degenerates the network into a

mesh of single hop domains. This is contrary to the

DiffServ goal of pushing processing complexity to

the network edge. But by leveraging the segre-

gation of RALM traffic from other traffic types

and through traffic engineering, the number of

markers that must be deployed can be limited to

an acceptable size by creating known bottleneck
points in the multicast network topology.
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